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INTRODUCTION

Virtually all raw materials, work-in-process, and finished goods,are

moved and stored.several times from the. beginning of the manuf4cturring prD-

cess to the time they reach the consumer. Consequently, the subject of ware-
.

house storage and retrieval safety is an-extremely broad one. 'Materials are

handled in-a variety of ways based on weight; size, type of material, dis-

tance moved, and other factors. ,0ther elements that affect the way in which

materials are handled include!economic, available space, Environmental
k

sivality, bulk, and quantity.

The methods and procedures used to move th6Usdnds of materials varies

'further by company, plant, and department. The managers Ofmodern automated

plants havk found that while wine accident problems, are ari -erimi zed through

,automation, other safety problems are increased.

A study of 548,000 worker compensation claims by thedTravelerS Insurance

Company between 1974 and 1977 showed that 24% of the injuries resulted freer'

the movement of materials and equipment. -Experience stows that accidents can

-be'reduced by a careful study of past injuries and by analyzing work and \
storage methods. Other elements requiring attention are:

Selecting equipment and retrieval methods to reduce liftihg'and .

, twisting.

e Training and Lipervising workers to htlp them perform effi-

ciently." S

Maintaining good housekeeping to minimize,slips, falls,and
hazards.

To the extent possible, automated handling systems should be.installe6
,

and physical efforts reduced if workeriinjUrits are to be avoided. The es-

calatingworker compensation costs for long-term disabilities; related to back

strains, sprains, and hernias make automated haficilipg systems cost effeCtive.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the.2student should be -able to:-

I.\ List and define five common types of injury that can'result from ware-
,.

house storage and retrieval. (Page

4

tr. .

,
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2; List four factor's that should be considered in "sizing up the job "' of

material handling. (Page 5)

3. Describe the correct prOcedures fortsafe lifting. (Page 7)

.4. Name three temvof personal protective equipment used in handling and

storing materials. (Page-10) .

,

5. List five items with specific shapes that require special handling, and
. .

describe special handiOng procedures fOCIOch. (Page.14)

'6. Provide 'a brief deicription of tie correct use of the following acces-

sor\ies ford' manual lifting: -bars, hooks, roller, jacks, hand trucks; and

pallets. (Page 16)

7. Identify the hazards of three types of powered material handling equip-

Ment. (Page.20)

8. Discuss the impact of good housekeeping Oid orderly planning of storage

areas on fire protection and eviergency evacu/ition. (Page 22)

9. Describe the general requirements for floors, ramps, and aisles in a

warehouse. (Page 24)

10. Name,the source of lighting_ standards for industrial lighting.

(Page-25)

11. Compare the use of tracks and bins for wa?tiacuse storage. (Page 26)

12. Cite specific storage procedures for the following: boxes and cartons,

barrels and kegs, rolled'paper and reels, compressed gas cylinders up-

crated stock, and hazardous-materials. (Page 27)
4

13. Briefly describe stock picAjng and carloading safety. (Pge 32)

,

5
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SUBJECT MATTER.

OBJECTIVE `List and define,five common types of injury

that can result from wareAbuse storage and retrieval..

orkees who handlgo and store products are subject to a higher than usual

rate of strains, sprains,,hernias, wounds, and fractures. Accident s1udie5 .

show that up to 45%,of work accidents 'result from activities involving mate,

rial handling and the storage of raw materials, work-in-progress, finished
0

'goods, and scrap. 1.1

`1

An analysis of 240 injuries that caused at least seven days'-44ability,
_ .

and that occurred in the.paPerboard container industry in Michigan during

k1973, revealed that the most prevalent type of accident was from lifti g.

Lifting accidents accounted-for 84 caset, or 35% of the. total. Sixty-seven

of the injuries in the- study related to back disabilities. All of these ma-
. . ,

terial hand ling accidents mean pain and suffering to tho e involved,'and some

may require med141 attention and hospitaizatto; Th rilost con injuries

'resulting from warehoust'storage and retrieval are described beloW.:

Strains result from stretcht/Tia muscle beyond itsproper limit. Most

workers occasionally-experience muscle strains to arms, legs, or back. The

_.
aging process, over-exertion, lack of eercise, lack of est, and nutritional.'

deficiencies may be a factor in back pain and discomfort. Pulled ligaments

and strained tendonS often, result from innocent acts that appnot.relite to

lifting'heavy loads. The problem of muscle strain is aggravated for the in-

dustrial wprker:whb must perform physical work while experiencing pain. Fre-

' lquently, such work effort becomes impossible to carry out andMedieal treat-

ment, is :required.- Muscle-relaxants and heat treatments are frequ entl pre-

scribed to reduce painiand vurri the worker to the job.

A sprain is a weakening of a-joint-and related muscles by sudden or . .

excess'ive exertion, Avoidance:of sudden moveMent and devalooment of a smooth

rate and rhy0m kp'work.will',m*nimize sprains. Jumping, falling, and mis7
, .

stepping are frequent causes af Sprips. Re:aching for a heavy load above

shoulc4r height or from an'awkioardr position can result in a sprain to the
Alr

Storage
1r, ,

I

. back Or' arm. Storage areas can and should be arranged so that difficult

1

.
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)4
lifts are unnecessary. Workers should be instructed to avoied Awisting while

carrying a heavy or bulky load.

A hernia is the protrusion.of an organ (oftign the intestines) because

of a pulling apartof.the body's muscle lining. Hgrnias can be caused by

moving things in the wrong way.

Fractures are injuries in which bones are racked. majority

of fractures result from being struck by a or moving object, from

jamming fingers,.or from dropping o' s on toes: Examples of accidents in-

elude the following:.
s

A powered vehicle used for the Movement of material strikes a
worker.

A heavy object falls from an unstable stack of material's onto
a worker below.

* Two power trucks 'collide in a warehouse.

Warning devices, mirrors, stable stacking practices, housekeeping,. operator

training, and well-maintained equipment will reduce-fractures caused *by power

trucks. .

Cuts and bruises, or wounds, are caused by workers.bumping'Noainst racks,

sharp edges of bins, pallets, or materials. Personal protective:equipment

such as safety hats, gloves, shoes, and eye protection nay reduce injuries.

k-able storage methods will prevent injuries-resulting from a falling or

,shifting load.

ACTIVITY 1:*

List and define br:iefly five common types of.injury thatc.an result from warehouse storage and retrieval. .,

1. 4 r

2.

3.

4.

5.

\I

*Answers to Activities appear on page 35.

Page 4/,,SH-23
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OBJECTIVE 12: List four factors that should 4f consid-

ered in "sizing bp the job"'of material handling.
t.

A safety specialist often works to reduce on-the-job injuries through a.

careful analysis of accident-te'cords. A study of injuries in a particular

workplace will generally indicate.whre the greatest hazards exist and will

direct the speclalist' toward. solutions for worker and managelent errors. The

following steps are usually taken by management to improve safety Oerformance:

Determining if the job or task can be changed to reduce physical
effort and improve handling efficiency.

'Checking. to be sure that there are no uncorrected hatards, poor
housekeeping practices, or training requirements that management
can change.

On a day-to-day basis, supervisors as well as workers have to make deci'-

dons about how to move loads safely. In doing so, they need to consider

(1,) the size, shape, and

condition of the load,

(2) the Capability re-

quired to lift the load,

including whether. or not

mechanical aigs, or more

than one4person will be

needed to do the job, (3)

the
e.

path or route that

the load will travel,, and

(4) therpersonal protect-

ive equipment that may be

required to safely handle .

the load. (See Figure 1.) .

The 1 ad to-be moved

Ishould be inspectednspected for

weight, slivers, nails,

. sharp edges, or a weak

bottom. The load may be
. ..

Figure 1.. Sizing up the load,

8
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or

eslippry, hard to grip, or awkward to handle.. If the object is oddly snaped,
.

the worker shovld look over.it to see where and how to hold it firmly. "Siz- 4.

ing up the load" before tPe move includes checking whether or not the werker

can see over and around the, load. Grease and oil should be removed from the .

load to make theload as dry as possible.
.

---- Material haridling and storage injuries frequently result from errors in

judgement regarding the strength required to move the load. Workers some- .

lilt imes attempt to.lift lbadsbeyond their capatity in order to display their'
.

strengthor to prove their tompetency.

When a lotd is too heavy for a one-person lift, the worker must obtain

help. Some authorities suggestthat a worker should not Lift more than one-

half of his or her body weight.' However, guides on weight-lifting limita7-

pions are diffic to provide becpuse physical condition, strength, age,and.

.11101,sex can each mak ritical difference in deterthining.how much weight someone I

can safely.lift. T e judgment and experience of supervisors and workers must

be considered when deCiding/if a two-person lift is necessary.

Before the lift, workers must Oetermine if the path over which the ob-

ject will be moved is smooth and unobstructed. Repetitive liYting is usually a

. ,

performed in an area familiar:to the individual doing such work: but unusual

lifts or movements of equipment aver unfamiliar areas require checking clear-
-.

ances of stairs, doorways,' and halls to the final destination. A large num-
\,.

ber of.injuries occur to worker's hands and fingers during l'ifting; many of

these result from workers' failure to note clearances andto avoid pinch

points.

When moving and storing raw materials, work-in-progress, and finished

goods, workers require personal protective equipment to perform their work

safely. Where heavy objects are being carried, or there is the possibility

. bf a foot.being struck by powered equipment, foot protection is necessary.

4
The handling of certain industrial cheMicals, pesticides, acids, or caustics'

may necessitate eye protection. Failure to wear hand and body protection may

result in injuries to the skin because of exposure to chemicals, physical

abrasion, or pinching. Slip-resistant glove may be appropriate for some

jobs. NWhere objects could fall from stacks or bins, safety hats: may be re-

quired. Unfavorable environmental conditions such as wet, slick-;.or high-

temperature storage areas require specialized personal protectig*equipment.

Page 6/SH-23
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If material is being moved in an oxygen deficient or contaminated area, re-
,

protedion may be necessary.

Furnishing certified equipment that meets thd requirements of the

Ameripan National Standards Institute is isart of the employer's respon;pil-

ity. Supervisors must insist 'that ,t be worn, kept clean, and maintained so '

it will provide the protection for which it is intended. Finally, employees

must participate id their own protection by conscientiously Nearing personal

protective equipment.

a

ACTIVITY 2:

'List four factors hat should be considered in ''sizing
. . . ...

upthe job" in material hand1.in9.

1.

2.

3.

4.

k

OBJECTIVE 3: , Describe the correct procedures for safe

lifting:

Seventeen mill JOIn Americans suffer recurrent back
paihs that prompt more

than two doctor visits)er person each year. Forty-seven percent'of those

experiencing back_pain are between 21\and 45 years of age. The over 30 year -

old age g o p is three times more likely to suffer 'back pain than he under

30 age gro p.
'ub

.

Many beg problems result from improper lifting. Bending foAard or to

the side,creates an unstable posture, since the weight of the upper trunk is

approximately 70% of body weight. For instance, in a 150-pound person, the
i

...

trunk weighs' about 105 pounds. If a 50 - pound object is picked up, the worker

is placing 155 pounds of lifting effort or the lower spine. Placing undue
i

pressure and strain on the lower back and spine may result?in injury, espe-

cially if aging, physical condition, and fatigue are factors, too.

4 .

i (i
._.

.\
.

SH-23/Page 7
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The physical differenCes of workers make it impossible to list spe'cific

weight limitations for lifting. In many cases, however, back injuries are

caused not by the weight of the loadf but'by improper lifting techniques.

Workers Rust be trained in. the correct way to lift if injuries are to

be avoided. When loads are being lifted from floor leVel, workers must be

taught to ,bend their knees. The-importanCe of using powerful leg muscfes;

rather than exerting unnecessary strain on back muscles and discs in the

lower spine,'must be emphasized. {After sizing up the job, workesiishoidd

f ollow the procedures shown in Figure 2 to safely lift the loid. When

feet near loedi

e foot beside the load,

the other behind it.

d. Tuck in Oln,
and breathe In.

Page, 8/SH-23

b. Squat close to load,

keepiml_back straight.

e. Lift with legs;

keep back straight.

Figure 2. How to-lift.

a

S.

c. Grasi, load at diagonally

opposite corners, uskng`

whole hand.

f. Do Rot Jerk or twist and

keep load close to body.

V
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./ 11.
repetitive lifting ly teluired: workers Should do a few warm-.up.exercises

It js important for workers' to develop a.spooth ratebefore starting wor
.,

and rhythm while per roiin9 repe 'tive lifting tasks.
tl-

,

# 4

TEAM LIFTING AND CARRYING. , ,
, I

..

i 'c.
. ''

When two workers lift the sameoload, they myst'dssume a proper lifting

epos re,and lift as a team, If one worker drbps or-lowers the load unex-I
1 4 .

pectedly, the relit could_be serfourinjury to the other worker. Workers

s

. carryi* a long load should be of approximately the pale heiliht. Thist pro-

videsl'-bet-ter weight distribution`-and improved safety.

Carrying lengths o'f material can present 1+obleMs if worker's attempt two
.0 A

walk on opposite sides of the load. In such a positibn, wither person could i

jump clear of, the 1(58dw-if it were drOpped: W4king on the/dime side of the
1 Apr

load, in step, puts workers 4n line and reduces chances of inji}ry. One,worker

should call signals's° there is no misunderstandingron how'he lift will be

col-eted. Shoulder pads may even be necessary tovavoid injury during-ilepeti-

,tive 'carries are to be made Withthe object resting on the workers shoulders.

41

,

O

ACTIVITY 3:

. *14(Choose-the best answer.) ''
, ,

1. The. real- work in lif,ting
.

should be done by which

part$of the body: ,
4.

). . \,,.._
I

a. Back and spine
.

i ..

. ..
.

b. Legs'? ..,

_
4-

, c. Torso? '
2 ....Two personlifting can present problems if I: 4

N \

\ t 'a. Both per4ns are,the sole height.
.

b Workers ry to walk on opposite sides of a

f longload. .

4

c. One person calls signals.

d.., Shoulder pads are worn.

12

1

o
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:OBJECTIVE 4: Name three items of personal protective

"equtpmeq used in handling and storming materials.

44

A st9dy-of 7,460 medical injur:ies reported to the travelers Insurance

. Company during 1975 disclosed.that 1?% of the injuries resulted from persdnal,

yrtoective equipment not being used. Actording to the 1980 edition of the

NatiPnarSafety Council's Accident Facts booklet, 22% of a11 injuries occur
-0.

to wor'ker'' eyes,-and'7% tO feet, and toes: Many of these injuries could 'have
.

'been avoided if workers had worn protective equipment. ,pgrsona Atective

equipment (PPE) should be 41ought of at the "last thin line of defense."

Failureto wear ptotective equipment expoOs the worker to hazards.

,OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) regulations state

thatepersonal protective equipment required if there is a reasonable probab-

iTit2 pf injUiv. Employers are responsible for seeing that personal protective 10

equipment is worn where needed. lwAemployers,pF6Vide personal protective

equipment; otheris share the cost of such equipment with the workey, and some

require workers to provide their own PPE.- The prudent employer evaluates

4k, each jobtd determine where protection Clinecessarywd what kind of protet-
,

tie' is apOropriate to the job. Once -determinations have been made, a'con
, .

sistent policy concerning the use of. personal protective equipment be followed.

*

GLOVES AND HAND PROTECTORS

'14 Experience'shows that hand protection through the use of gloves or palm

guar'cis reduces cuts, blisters, burns, and dermatitis. There are humerous

types of hand protection from which workers and employers can'selecteffective

and comfortable protection. Glove materials include canvas, latex, rubber,

neoprene, vinyl- impregnated, stanzoil, leather, butyl, plastic-,poated, and

nylon. Varied styles designed to meet every conceivable purpose aredoffered

by glove suppliers. *. .

In operations involving wood, metal, glass, or paper, or where sharp

edges 'pose a hazard, various types of hand protection are. available. In

foundries, steel'millS, and s alvage operations, leather gloves may be *

"Page 10(SH -23
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kauired. Metal'mesh guards are used- in .the meat processing industry. Where

flame and heat are a factor, various types of heat-resistant gloves are avail-
ta

able (asbestos should Ile avoided).

Chemical hazirds may require rubber,. neoprene, or plastic gloves. aistt

. and arms may require protection from hot.wax, high-t pecajunt materials,.sol-
.

vents, or metal chips. -.Such protection is provided i arm protectors or

gaup,tleted gloves (those that extend aver thle wrist And lower arm).
....

,,,

,

',

/'

SATETYHOES AND LEG PROTECTION e

" . In 11979, the National $afetyuCouncilreporyd thaf American workers suf-
.

fe442160,000 foot and toe' injuries. Safety experts have long Maintained
i . .

ithat foot protection programs were effective n reducing injury, to feet and

toes. Facts show that the increased use of foot protection during the 1970s

lias's99,stantiallyreducecythe number of foot and toe injuries. According to

1972 National-Safety CoIpcil statistics, workers in tqe,American,industriese.

suffered 240,000 fa-at and.toe iojriest because of the)substanttally in-

crease use and the cost sharing of safetyishoe'purchases, workers.are.suffering

80,000 fewer foot and toe injuries than they were seven years ago.

. , /Five princip al types of safety shoes are available to protect against

sOecific Anditillins encountered in industry. They are safety-toe shoes, con-
'

ea,

du tive shoes, electrical hazard shoes, expl'osive's - operations (nonsparking)

sh es, and foundry (molders) shoes. Di the five types the first three, are
,

tie most common and will be discussed.here. ..1 .

/ Most foot and toe injuries re4sult from the dropping of heavy objects that

Crush or cut ordinary work shoes. Safety shoes that meet American National

Standards.InstitOte (ANSI) Standard Z 41.1-1W protect against .allibutthe

most severe industrial hazards. Supplieri provide an excellent assortment of
.

attractive, cofifort'ble shoes for men and women. The variety of styles per-

mits properliffitti g for normal feet., Many companies maintain shoe departments

in their plants, or provide safety shoemobile service to ensure convenient

,access to safety shoes.

safety toe footwear has been divided into three classifications; each

dilks offers a different degree of streritth, or resistance to impact and com-

pression..
.The strongest shoe is opssified 75, the next strongest is 50, and'---\\

NIP r:

ft

14.
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the least resj,stant to impact is 30. The numbers,refer to the foot-pounds

of impact that the shoe-can successfully resist:

Special foot, toe, and leg protection is available, also. Steel foot

__guards:are light 'enough.to be worn without discomfort or loss of efficiency.

These protectors shaVe rubbe toe clips, acrossibar, and leather straps.

Foot guards ara.retommended where maximum foot protection is necessary. Toe

guards fill a demand for toe protection in occupations where hazards to toes

exist, or where..safety shdeslcannot be worn because of a foot-disa

Such protectors fist any shoe and afford maximum protection.

Combinations of foot and, shin guards are available for jobs where the.'

movement of heavy material could cause serious foot.and leg injuries. Heavy

plast ,or aluminum shin guards are formed to the contour of the leg, with

reinforcing ribs for added strength and rigidity. Sponge pads are fastened

at the top and bottom of'the:inside of the guard for wearer comfort..

Certain industries may require spicial products for Ole protectionof

workers' feet and legs. For example, conductive soles and heels drain off

static charges and thu*s, avoid the creation of static'electr'icity in local

tions with a fire or explosion hazird.' Electrical hazard shoes are jade of

leather. No metal is used in their construction except in the box, which is

insulated from the shoe. Chain saw leg guards are attached to the trouser

leg of workers using chain saws. These guards are made-of three inner layers

of propylene cloth which prevents the chain saw from cutting., These light-

, Weight guards can easily be attachedto trousers and detached for laundering.

EYE PROTECTION

Federal safety laws statethat employers must require workers to wear

suitable eye and face protection Where eye ,injuries may occur. Protection

needed where hazards of flying particles, liquids, welding, and radiation

exist. Material handling and storage conditions as well as the record of

past injuries must be examined to determine Where hazards exist and protec,

tign is needed.

, A typical safety,policy,insists that, designated jobs such as baling,

banding; cutting bands or wires, grinding, nailing, riveting, handling chem-

,icals;/using compressed air, welding, placing wax in melt tanks, maintenance,

Page 12/SH-23 15 0,
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A skid building, and woodworking require eye protection. Some companies re-

quoire 100% eye protection becau.stazards it the workplace"make such protec-

tioircessary:

When,required, eye and fi'Ceprotection must meet the requirements of
. ,

.ANSI Standard Z 87.1 -1979. Real safety glasses will carry the Z87 emblem.

This standard provides for the design, construction, testing, and use,of
.1

.goggles, spectacles, and face,pi-otective devices: Suppliers offera wide

range'of styles, models and types of prOtection. Arrangements must be madefnce this will
heIp ensure that workers wear.prolOction.

/ , In-addition to the humanloss, compensation costs resulting from the

loss of ah.eye are substantial. The' cost of impact-resistant safety glasses

'AP ranges from $5 to $20 a pair..,Safety specialists agree that this is a cost-'

effective preventive measure for prud9nt businesses to include in their acci-
r

dent prevention ,programs.'

41 Educational Programs., atCets to protertioni and sharing the costs of

si4ety glasses will re8une the 110,000. eye injuries suffered each year by

American workers. The use of eye, hand, foot, and head protection holds the

promise of reducing injuries-3d workers,

ACTIVITY 4:

1. Circle the statement that is not true about personal

protective equtpment (PPE).

a. PPE should be thought of as the last thin line

/If-defense:.

.44

ir

b. Employei-s;Mitst furnish all PPE.

c. Employers must ensure that workers use PPE
whereeit iA needed.

d. PPE Must.be selected for the specific job sit-
uation for which it will be used.

2. List five tygps of safety fowear.

a.

b,

c.

d.

e.
a

11
SH-23/Page 13
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3. (Fill in the blink.)

a. The strongest safety-toe footwear is Clash
(number):

. b. 'Eye and face protecilii-on must meet the ANSI f

Standard

.
.

OBJECTIVE List five items with specific shapes that

require special handling, and describe special handling

procedures for each.

be

Workers engaged in warehouse storageand retriev'il handle and store
.

numerous shaoes,paterials, and types ofpackagingi A few types of packaging

are described below.
e '

4410XES% CARTONS, AND SACK'S

When Moving these objects, workers shouldsget close to the object, bend

the kneesT and grasp the load at diagonally opposite corners before lifting.

Sacked materials should be rested on the hip an

. swung to.the shoulder. Placing one hand on th

hip lets the sack rest partially on the shoulder

and on the arm and back. The other hand is used

to-steady the sack. When the sack is lowered, it

should be swung slowly from the shoulder until it'

Figure-3. A lifter par,

or drum lifter.

Page 145H-23
71//

'rests against the hip.

BARRELS ANDDRUMS

Handlingibarrels and drums safely requires

proper equipment and training. Whennovin4 a rel-
.%

atively small drum, a lifter bar (Figure 3) pro-

vides powefful .leverage and control of the drum.

If the barrel must be rolled to a destination, the

worker should push-against its sides. Gloves and

safety shoes' should be worn, and care should be

exercised"so that the drum is always under control.-

10
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.

0n an incline or a ramp, ropes should be used to keep the drum under ,contro.

Workers'must avoid pinch points by checking clearancesat doors,, ramps, and
.

.

aisles. Where harreis or drums are handled on a regular basis, accessories
t- - - ,

for' power lift trucks will remove the back-breaking labor from this type of
. ,

work.

SHEET METAL

(.
,
Handling sharp edges of metal requires that workers wear protective.

,

leather gloves. Gauntlet -type gloves or wrist protectors,provide additional

proteetion. Safety shoes; eye,protectioft, and hard hats may benecessary,

Mechanical, lift equipment is available for the lifting of sheet metal and,

'I

steel.

WINDOW GLASS ,/

Workerswho andle glass must wear leather gloves with wrist and arm

proteiction. -A leather apron, safety shoes,, and ankle protection are also

necessary. Workers should, carey one sheet of glass ats-a time and move care-

fully. During manual lifts, the bottom edge of the glass should rest in the

palm,of ttle hand with the other hand steadying ,the top of the sheet. Glass

shoijd not be carried under the arm ,because a fall Could cause the glass` to

cut an artery. Glass marked with tape will reduce the hazard of someone acci-

"dently walki0grinto it. Mechanical suction-cup equipment and A-frame trucks

are used to reduce the danger of handling glass.

,t
LONG AND'IRREGULAR OBJECTS

' Long pieces 9f bar stock, pipe,"ladderi, and lumber should be carried on

f
the shoulder: The'front portion should be held to prevent the striking of

other-workers. When irregular objects are transported, it is important to

"size up the lift" and determine the best way to handle the object. Select-

'"ing the right tools, rollers, jacks, and special equipment before attempting

the lift will avoid injuries.
4

lb

4
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SCR4P MATERIALS

Workers who handle sharp or irregular materials and metalsfrmust wear

gloves, safety shoes, safety hats, and body and eye protection. Shoes with

steel sole plates will prevOit puncture wounds

HEAVY, ROUND, OR FLAT OBJECTS
s

q.
The movement of heavy maIhinery requires spedial skill. Sucff moving is

lisually performed by moving compapies, that Piave special equipment: He6y- ,

duty cranes, roilers,,3ow boys, and jacks reduce or remove the physical effort

during such moves. Floor load limits,clearances in relation io power lines,'

doorways, and equipment must be determined before the move commences.

11

.1
ACTIVITY 5: u71;

.

(Mark each item true or false.}

1. Glass is most safely carried win- the arm

/ and with leather gloves.

2. Sacked ma should be 'rested on the

hip and then swung to the shoulder.

3. Safe- 'hoes should always be worn for the
4,

of barrels and drums.\ .

4. Longj feces of bar stock khotild be carried

at the hip. ,

Workers who handle, sharp * irregular metals

must wear gloves, safety shoes, safety hats,

body and eye protection.

4 .

OBJECTIVE 6: Provide a brief description of the correct
, .

use'of the foklowing accessories far Manual lifting:

bars, hooks, rollers, lack', hand trucks, and pallets.

While manual lifting has been reduced substantially during the last

30 years, some'tasks must still be performed manually. Tools to assist

Page 16/SH-23 19
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T/

workers prforming manua).lifting tasks '

include bars, hooks, rollers, jacks,

hand trucks, and pallets.

TOOLS THAT AID IN MANUAL LIFTING

Pry ba'rs are used to start move-

ment, to)free a heavy object, or to

"Itssist in the movement of heavy rolls.

(See Figure 4.) Bars with a dull edge

make it difficult to get a goOd bite

under the object being moved.
t

Bars can )

r-

. slip and should not.be used to move

Figure 4. A pry bar-will assist riilcars, sive non lipping car movers
in the movement Of a heavy

,

object. can accomplish the job with geeatee*

efficiency and safety.

. Training is required for Workers who use hand dr paeking hooks'(Figure 5). .

If the hook is oIrried on the belt, the point should' be protected. Hooks Must
.

,

be kept sharp, have splintsfrge handles', and be inspe ted daily. 7

Heavy,. bulky objects may be moved with the assistance of1rollers (Fig-

ure 6). -Since fingers and toes,can berpinch or crashed between rollers and

the floor, rollers.should extend beyond the road being transported.

The' capacity Rnate of a jack (Figure 7) Orould be checked before vse,t0

be sure that it will support theload being moved., Jacks must beginspectnl-
I-

Figure 5% Packing

hook.

0-

Figure 6.. Rollers.

r

Figure 7. Jack.

SH-23/Rage 17
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. , .

and if hydraulic fluid is leaking the jack should not be ustd: Floors where

jacks are used mutt. be level, and load

limits must be obStryed. Two-inch

hardwood shims should bp used to Seep

the jack_htad and the load from con-

Figure 8. Two-Whetled truck with
hand brake, being pushed down

slope of dock plate.

tact. '

1

HAND TRUCKS

various ty& f trucks are ava0-

able for moving it ml 'such as appli-

ances,, drums, sacks, and materials.

Gloves and safety $hoes should be worn

ken %Irking with this equipment. Two -

wheeled hand trucks (Figure 8) s1pould

be equipped with knuckle guards to

avoid hand and finger injuries. Wheels

should be as far under the truck as

possible and wheel guards should be

provided. These procedures mwst be

followed to avoid injury:
. .,-

1. The load. should be tipped forward slightly 98. the tongue of the truck
go4s under the load.

2. The truck must be-pushed all the way under the load.

3. The center of gpdvity of the load should be kept as.low:tas possible.

4: Care must be taken so. the load will'not slip or shift. Straps may
be necessary to hold the load.-

5. The operator should only balance the load; the truck is designed'td
carry the load.

...,

6.- Thp.operator should not walk backwards with a hand truck.

7. Whbn going down an inc.l.ine, the truck should be ahead of the operator.

Page. 18/SH-2$
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The four-Wheel hand truck (Figure 9)

performs jobs similar to the two-wheel hand

truck, and 011ilar rules govern their uge.

Loads must be evenly distributed to avbid

tipping; operators must not load trucks so

high that they cannot see over the load;

handles' must be placed in a protective spot

so fingers,will ncielte pinched when operators

dare going througH doorways.

Figure 9. Four-wheeled
hand truck.

PALLETS

Pallets are usualy constructed of wood,

fiberglass, or plastic. They must be kept in

good repair to avoid splinters or weaknessesthat could result in a stacking,

failure.( Pallets must not be stacked on end because of the dangers of a

tipped pallet's' striking a worker's feet and legs. Storaze orpallets can

create a serious fire hazard. Pallets should not be stacked at (heights

greaterthan ?Ix fe &t.because sprinkler systems cannot develop an effective

spray'when materials are staked at greater hei9pts. In addition, the under-

side of the pallet creates a drj, area with enough available oxygen to promote

a fire. Such a fire is difficult to control, because water from sprinklers

is blocked from extinguishing tile fire within the horizontal stringers.

.41

a-

ACTIVITY

1. State at least one precaution required for the safe

use of each of the following tools.

a. Pry bar

b. Hand hook

2: Complete the sentences below to Ake a true statement

about safe procedures with hand trucks or pallets. 4

a. The operaior should not walk-
with a hand truck.

: b. When going down an incline, the truck should be

22 SH-23/Page 19



c. Operators must not load trucks so high that they

d. Pallets must not be stacked higher than
4'

.

4

y.. OBJECTIVE 7: Identify 'the hazards of three types of.

Ipowered material handling equipment.

/

POWERED INDUSTRIAL TRUCKS

Powered industrial trucks are used extensively in industry. They are

powered by el tric batteries or by gasoline, propane, or diesel, fuel. Elec-

trical units a preferred in many installations because of their quiet,

, pollution-free operation. When 'powerful lifting requirements are necessary,

gasoline, ane, or diesel units are usually preferred. Special vehicles

are available for 'use in atmospheres where explosive dusts or flammable vapors I

are a hazard. The principal types of powered equipment are listed and de-

scribed below.

Rider-operated trpoks are high-lift or low-lift trucks that use a plat-

form with vertical uprights andan elevating mechanism to lift and store loads.

High-lift trucks are capable of stacking loads to a height in-excess of 25'

feet. Variations oforider-operated lift trucks may use a horizontal ram for

handling rolls, 3pils, and carpeting. Clamp trucks handle round shapes such

as paper rolls. acuum systems grasp materials by engaging and holding the

object during trisport. Long materials are transported by straddle trucks,

while other vehicles.perform specialized tasks with scoopst; blades, and buck-

ets.

Motor hand trucks (platform trucks,with elevator forks) are used by a

walking operator for transporting low loads, and may be used for lifting prod

ucts into storage areas. The brakes work automatically when the ,handle is in

the fully raised or fully lowered position. Controls must be clearly marked

and operators must be trained to avoid being pinned against a load, barrier,

Or wall..106uards on hand controls and on wheels wall protect workers.
}.

Remote controlled trucks are operated electronically without guidance

from an operator. These .trucks are equipped with horns, lights, and buzzers,

Page 20/SH-23
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and with bumpers that will shutoff power and stop movement if they are con-

tacted.
A

Many .injurifs igvolving power trucks result from failvre/to matntain

safe equipment, the- train operators adequately, or to supervise properly.
. yr

The stability, capacity, and uti]ization of equipment must be determined-wheri

selecting-material handling aids. Ola

Power trucks. cause'prol!erty damage as well as injuries. Siakistics on

power truck accidents Ndicate that when workers come in contact with vehi--
/

cles, the accident is costly both in human and.economic terms. A study of

15,1000 cases at Deere and Company disclOsed.that 1% of,these cases (or 150,

injuries) involved lift trucks. This 1% of injuries involved 10% of the dis-

abling injuries/4ported in the 15,000 accidents.

Operators of powered industrial trucks must be trained in the operation

the vehicle. Training must include classroom and On-the-job instruction

Drtivers must be physically fit and meet vision, hearing, coordination and

reaction standards. In addition, operators must be familiar with safe prac-

tices for refueling, with the capacity and capabilities of the vehicle, add

with its operation. Safety procedures must be observed if injuries are to be

prevented.

CONVEYORS

Conveyors are used to move bulk materials, packages, and partially

assembled products to or through the manufacturing process. Conveyors maybe

belt,slat, chain, Screw, bucket, pneumatic, aerial, portable, gravity, live

roll, or vertical types. All gears, sprockets, sheaves, and rotating parts

of conveyors must be guarded to prevent workers from tontacting pinch points

pulled in toward the machinery by hair or clothing. Warning'igns,

,Tights, and interlocks warn and protect workers from accideptal movement or.

operation.

CRANES, AND HOISTS

OP
Overhead and gantry cranes are used extensively in construction and in

manuffcturing.plants to move heavy equipment and mateials. All parts of such

equipment that are subject to wear must be inspected regularly,iwith monthly

\ 24
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written repOrts completed on critical items such as brakes, hooks, and wire

ropes. (OSHA 1910.17 and 180 providatinspection and personnel training re-

quirements.)

Electric, air, and hand operated hoistS'Are used to raise, lower, and

transport heavy loads for limited distances. Thousands of .hoists are used in

industry to move materials, equipment, and parts. Safety factors regarding

inspectiong-and training must be followed to ensure safe operation. Cable,

hook, and operating, controls qmst be ins15ected regularly to avoid equipment
. ,

failure. Workers must never walk or. stand under suspended loads since eq u'ip-

ment failure or the lowering of loads could cause accidents. Most lift ca-

pacities must never be exceeded or equipment failure may result.
fib

ACTIVITY

State one type of accident that can- occur during the

use of the equipment listed below.

1. Powered industrial trvcks,

2. Hoist's

3. Conveyors

OBJECTIVE 8: Discuss the impact of good housekeeping and

orderly plantiing of.storage areas on fire protection and

emergency evacuation.

The orderly pIpning of storage areas-reduces the probability of injuries

to workers and allows for swift and safe evaCAtion iir case of emergencies.

To maintain a hazard-free work erivirooment, lading docks, railroad

sidings, floors, ramps, aisles, lighting, stairs and elevators must' be kept

in good condition. Sufficient clearances should be provided in aisles and

work areas. Lcad limits of elevators, floors, and ramps must be observed.

Fire regulations require that aisles be kept free of goods br loose combusti-

bles.. Aisles must be well defined and marked, and exits must be indicated' andf

cleared for evacuation in the event of fire. (See Figure.10.)

Page 22/SH-23
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. Housekeeping standards

Must ensure that'electrIcal

nand

sprinkler cdntrols are

blocked. Hose stations,

extinguishersand persp4a4

protective equipment lockers

must be available. Regular,

inspections will ensure that

l'equipment is ready for emer-

gency use. Exit signs musti

be visible, available to

)P
occupants, and never blocked.

Good housekeeping in storage

areas avoids slipping: trip-.

ping, and fire hazards.

While fire regulations

call,'for*18" to 24" clearances

from material to sprinkler systems, the'Factory Mutual Insurance Group sug-

gests a clearance of 36" from sprinkler_ leads to material Storage. Thi's

sures that sprinkler's will have room to develop an effective Water spray pa*

FiguTe 10. ,Exits must not be blocked.

tern,in the event of fire. Fire officials suggest a 15-foot clear space
4

tween storage section's so that fire fighters will have access to the fire.

'Fift protection and control equipment must be well identified. Where,

power trucks could damage interior fire system controls, sprinkler lines, or

standpiies, protective barriers should protect fire equipment.

Sprinklbr protection and automatic closing,of'fire doors to seal off'sec-

tions of the plant during a fire saves lives and property. "No Smoking" rules

must be observed in warehouse storage areas where few workers are assigned and

where the discovsi3 crfire day be delayed:- One out of every fNe industrial

fires is-attributed tosmoking or to the careless use of matches. By con-

trolfing smoking, by avoiding careless' storage of flammables,.and by removing

loose combustibles, the threat of fite loss is minimized.

When-these good work practices are instituted and routinized, retrieval

will be easier and more efficient, and,stock damage will be reduced. These

be-nefits will occur. in addition to the increase in safety.

SH-23/Page 23
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ACTIVITY 8:

I

lommIdri
1. Sprinkler heacts should be 9t least'

.,,

to inches fr6m the material stored

r, below to allow for an effective waty spray.

2. Fire regulations require that loose

be rekbved from aisles, ramps, and exits.

3. Exit signs should be . , available to

occupants, and never blocked..

4. ."No Smoking" rules must be observed in warehouse

storage areas where

assigned.

workers are
...ow

OBJECTIVE 9: Describe Oe liberal requirements for

floors, ramps, and aisles in a warehouse.'

MIA

The transport and arrangement of materials in a warehouse is critical

to wo safety:, SO-guidelines have-been established to regulate these fac-

tors.AFloor.s,and aisles fn warehouse storage must'be level. Cracks; and un:

'et%ri and-brIken surfaces must be repaired for the safe operation Of power

equipment and for pedestrian traffic. Floor load capacities must be posted

and load limitations. rved. Aisles must be unobstructed for easy access.

to stock; and-to reduce re and Sdfety hazards.

A.further factorin warehouse safety is the manner in WhiCh stock- is

stored. Storage'helght limitations must.be observed; yellow lines at maximum

heights IsndiCate hbw.high matetials may be tacked. Nothing cam 'be stacked

safely unlesS workers start with a level bas . Crosstying.)or interlocking

les provIdes stability; Dunnage or umber Can be used to prevent a stack
..
shifting. The toppling of a load could result in a serious injury to a

pot truck operator or 'a worker inthe a eV

Ramps, While invaluable; provide more opportunities for accidents,so

certain rules should govern them. Ramps should be coated with nonskid sur-,
faces and have suffiCient rdDakfor two:watraffic. Safety provi 'ons must

:be made to reduce hazards resulting from wet icy, or snowy condi ons 'on
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outside ramps. .Curbs should be Aedio reduce the po$stbility of a power

-truck's sliding off a ramp Scrap material, spills, and obstructions must

be removed from trafffc. are)as. Curbs and dock edge guards 41ouldbe used ;o

prevent power trucks from be-ing accidentally driven off ramps-or docks. Mag-

nesium:or heavy timber dock edge guards provide excellent Protection at rail-
.

. MI
'car dOcks.

70

Mirrors should be placed at blind intersections to prevent collisions,

and warn power truck operators of traffic. Warning sigris, lights, and visual,

reminders are adetional accident prevention- easures that should be'used to

rtOute aceidents.. Warning devices on powered vehitles should usedto warn,'

workers of their presence.

ACTIVITY 9:

Describe the general eequirements for floors, ramps, and

-aisles in warehouse areas by 'completing these statements.

1. Floors must be

2/ AiSles must, be

3, Ram* shouldbe coated eth Uekaces.

A

OBJECTIVE 10: Name the source of lightiog,standards

for ndustriaf lightin.

Many 'loading, unloading, ud storage.operations are perfOrmeein areas

where lightiq'and heating are .kept to a,minimum. :However, safe work re-
)

stkiequate light, and around-the-clock operations and inside storage re-

e supplemental illumination. :OSHA reWetions have adopted the American

National Stand!eds prattice"for industrial/lighting. The standard provides

gUidance on lighting necessary for operating and storage areas. ANSI Standard,

A 11.1-1965 requires lighting of adqUate intensity,to perforM various tasks.

following,(in Table 1) are levels of illumination in warehouse storage and re-
.

' trieval areas. Dock lighting, portable railcar, adsupplemental illumination

maybe required to safely perform storage, loading, and.retritval .jobs: Light -

ing on power lift trucks is frequently required to perform loading and storage

activities.

28
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TABLE 1. LEVELS OF ILLUMINATION REWIRED IN WAREHOUSE AND
RETRIEVAL AREAS.

Storage'Rooms

Inactive areas _
Rough bulky stock
Medium stock
Fine stock
Picking stock, classifying
Loading, trucking
R*44cars

Footcandles* on Tasks

5

J0
20

50

30

. 20

10

*A unit of illumination, equal to the illuminatioq of a
sUrface,.all points of which are at a distance of one
foot from a source of light'equal to one candle.

Factors other than lighting must be considereOwhen discussing material

4
handling done by power rucks. Care must be taken to protect workers-from

. ,

excessive carbon monoxi e'150 parts per million) that can result frgifi powered
. .

industrial truck operation. Confined spaces such as railcars an4 trailers
Al

are hazardous during loading and unloading operations. Periodic monitoring '-,,..._.

for carbon monoxide levels, particularly during cold weather when plant doors

are closed, is necessary. Powered trucks must be maihtained'in good operating .

condition to minimize the carbon monoxide hazard. Air chaiges and air move-

ment will reduce problems associated With carbon monoxide.

ACTIVITY 10:

Name the source of lighting standirds for industrial

lighting. "(Check one.)

1. National Fire Protection Code.

2. ANSI Standard A 11.1-1965.

3. OSHA Standard 194:178.

OBJECTIVE 11:: Compare the use of Tacks and bins for

warehouse storage.

Once stock is transported to storage areas, in efficient means of storing

it must be deteriined. Unpackaged stock is often stored'in'stock bins to be

Page 26/SH-23 29
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readily available for use inthe manufacturing process or as parts are re-

quired. Heavy metal pares irrbulk 'Storage require mechanical handling equip-

ment for efficient trinspckt.

Mechanized high bay'storage systems-Use uniform racks for storm oods

and parts. In these systems, stordlikis usually packaged and unitized in

standard size cubes-. Forithe protection of workers who operate and maintain

rack storage facilities, visual and audible warning devices'should be in-
f P

cluded on lift equipment transporting goods to rack)storage.

Computerzoperated utomated warehouses usually handle standard size

racks.- Workers deliverSrack,size packs or pallet loads to the automated

drones (robot truckS) that move products horizontally and vertically to the

correct storage slot. -Computers maintain inventory records and retrieve

goods when needed. Only maintenanceworkers are required to occasionally

Perforth work ih-suth'automated-storage warehouses.-

ACTIVITY 11:

Compare the use of racks and bins for warehouse storage.

4

OBJECTIVE 12:: Cite specific storage procedures for the
. A

following: ;boxes and cartons, barrels and kegs, rolled
..

paper and, reels, compressed gas cylinders, uncrated

i stock,-and hazardous materials
it. '

..

.
Boxes and cartons or, cube-sized uniform packs used in"storage warehouseS,

are frequently packaged in corrugated shipping containers, or unitized so that

they can be handled 6Y p'5wer equipment. If racks are not used, height limita-

tions are necessary because.c6mpression'Of the product packaging will result

in damage and unstablestackio. Boxes and cartons are-frequently stored on

pallets for convenient power truck handling and .for protection from moisture.

Interlocking of non-rack-storage provides stability and reduces the possibil-.

ity of material falling.

30
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A 41,

Barrels and kegs must be stacked in a stable manner. A pyramid stacking

arrangement, with.bottom rows blocked to prevent rolling, is preferr.ed. If

barrels or kegs are stacked on end, planks should't;e placed between rows un-

less specially constructed racks are provided.

Rolled paper and reels Are most easily handled by roll, grab, power trucks

Care must be taken to stack rolls on end and to keep them even. ,Paper rolls

. should be banded at tori and bottom to prevent damage and reduce the defoil- .

ment of paper 'during a warehouse fire.

Compressed gas cylirtders should be handled and stored in' an 'gilt post-

tion. Bumping, dropping, or.jarring of Cylinders must be avoided. Cylinders

must be stored Upright-1n approved areas with chains or cables to support

/*---them. Oxygen and acetylene Cylinders must be stored at least 20 feet apart

{Figure 11),'4 or separate by wall at 14ast five feet high and

Figure 11'. Stored oxygen cylinders are separated from
stored fuel gat cylinders or combustible materials by
a minimum distance of 20 fe4t or by a fireproof wall.

having a one-half hour:fire.resistance rating. When cylinders are moved from

one level to-another they must be placed in a-cradle or platform device..

Valves must be. kept closed and protective caps must be secured in place.

Lumber is'usually separated,by lengths and size and stored outside in a

covered area. Firm, well-drained storage areas are ecessary for outside

.storage. For long-term piling, concrete with solid footings will provide dry

storage. If ,lumber is to be removed by hand, loG4 racks or piles withAtkes to

-prOVide ventilation and stability should be utilized. Lumber stored insidia

building should have good ventilation. Workersaust wear hand protection dur-

ing lumber handling jobs.

31
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Bagged materials should be crosatied with the open end of bags .towIN

the inside of storage piles. If pilesexceed five feet in height they should

be stepped'back ohe row,for additional piling. They should be\atepped back

one row thereafter for each additional .three feet of, storage height to pro-

vide stable; orderly storage.
,

Pipes and bars Plade f heavy load on floor. capacities. Floor load lim-

its must be determined to ensure tnetfloor supports will withstand the

weight requirements (f these materials. Pipes and bars must be piled in lay-

ers with' wood strips between -layers, since- they may slide or tumble, causing a'

serious worker injuries. Ifpipes or bars do' roll, workers should never try

to stop them. Trying to stop rolling:pipes is usually disastrous and may re-
.

sult in fractures to limbs.

Sheet: Metal 'requires racks silmi.lar to-those used for bax storage. Spice

sheet metal has sharp edges, workers must wear leather gloves, or gloves with

met al-insert(, whei handling it. Injuriespom cuts can be reduced if stacks

.of.sheet metal stock are bapded, or wooden takes are put around the

'stack. ,

",Burlap sacking storage areas should.be'constrUtted of fire-resistaht

material, and protected by a sprinkler system. Sacks should be piled in low

stacks, and the interior of the piles should be ventilated to permit airflow

from the outside of the pile to the cater.

-'. Straw,'exCelsior,and other packing materials are usually stored in

bales, Fire-resistant rooms.with sprjnkler protection are necessary for their

bulk's'torage. The amount of materials Thould limited. The use of'material

bins with covers will minimize the quantity of fuel exposed, and f ble links

on the covers of the bins will ensure clWAg during a fire.

The storage of flammable and toxic liqups presents a=- variety of iazards

to the safety specialist. The weight of tanks and the liquids contained in

.tanks must be cons+dered in building design and the designatibn of storage

_//-areas. Large tanks should be located away from traffic 4reas, and should .

have,permanent stairs and ladders fot access.- ,hanks must be grounded, bonded,

end have adequate venting, and mdst be inspected regularly. The filling and

cleaning of tanks must be performed in accordance with well defined job in-

strUctions.- Personal protective equipment including gloves, eye protection,

32
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clothing and respirators may'5necessary when handling flammable or toxic

lliquids. Material-data safety sheet priputions must also be when

handling such liquids. ,.

, .

When. flammable solvents are used, the quantities in plant work areas

must be kept to a minimum.- Solvents must bestored in flammab?e storage.

rooms or in buildings located apart froirthe mariufacturing.faCility. A sbg-

gested storage room with lafety features .is shown. in Figure 12.
../*.

4

f-1

Figure 12. Flammable storage shed located away from areas,
of fire hazard. Flammable solvents are isolated from
areas of fire hazard. Flammable solvents are iso-
lated from oxidizers, explospes, ignition sources
and chemicals capable of spontaneous heating.

Portable safety containerswith flame arrestors, approved by Under-

writers Laboratory, must be used in the plant for small quaptities of highly

flammable liquids. Large supplies of flammable liquid must be is olated from

the plant by fire walls, fire doors, drainage, explosion-proof-lighting, bond-

ing, and grounding (Figure 13). Drums should not be stacked, but contained in

rack, or separated. Equipment designed for safe handling and transporting of

barrels must be used.

Tank cars should be isolated on sidings and the Blue Flag Policy (see

page 33) followed Burin unloading, Brakes must be set, and wheels must be
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CAUTION
NO SMOKING

chocked'. Tank cars must be '1 .

bonded, and connections c cke&

,regularly durindunloadi . Un-0
loading connections should be

through the dome rather than

through the bottom connectide.

- If,p4ntents are nonflammagle,

air pressure not exceedirig 25 r%

pounds per Square inch may be

used during unloading. Tank car

Figure 13. Bonding and grounding in vell- unloading procedures must be
ventilated storage_ areas is essential
protection against fireor explosion.

carefully followed if/disastrous

, AO
consequences are to be avoided.

__Bulk Storage bins store large quantities of materials that flow, or that

are conveyed for processing. Vibrator units are frequently used to ensure

flow and to reduce the,need for workergIto enter bins to free material. Work-
.

ers must follow lockout and confined space procedures if they must enter bulk

storage bins, since accidents involving this type-aScotpment may result in

a fatality.

'Combustible solids such as coal, grain, ,starc'h, and sugar dust zan .cause

serious explosions. Wiring, lights, and switches must meet National Fire

Protective Codes for hazardous locations. Electric motors must be the totally

enclosed, explosion-proof type with well-protected be4rings. , Indirect heat-

ing should be used and "No Smoking" rules rigidly enforced. Static electric-

ity must be cootrolled and grounding used: Automatic,sprinkler protection,may

be helpful. Cleanliness and -dust removal on a regular basis will reduce the

buildup of combustible dust and the threat of an explosion.

Portable containers (50 and 100 pound bags or containers of solid materi-

als) must be handled carefully to prevent sifting or leaking. Interlocked

storage should be used for greater stacking stability. Mater damage must be

avoided during storage and handling, and bags must be protected from moisture

and weather. Ventilation may be required to reduce storagehazards. Workers

who handle toxic materials and chemicals mast be made aware of health hazards.

Such workers should wear personal protective equipment to avoid breathing dust

particles and to eliminate skin contact. IP

---;> .
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Explosives must be- stored in magazines of approved construction. Feder-

al, state, local, and NFPA bodes provide specifications for the handling.and

storing of explosive materials:

.,. They must be sto e'd under lock and key and-recor must'be main-

tained.
.

Floors must be ke t clean.

No matches or flammable materials may be us in the, area.

Wooden floors with no expo-sed nail, or bolt heads must be provided.

Only portable, approved lighting is permitt d in clean, dry, well-
ventilated storage magazines.

1 ,
Workers performing storage and handling of explosives must follow
all the rules and procedures that such,storage requires;

.

. (

1

I---
ACTIVITY 12:

List one specific storage procedure for each of the

following.

1. Boxes and cartons

2. Barrels

3. Rolled paper and reels

41.

4. Compressed gas cylinders

.

5. Uncrated stock

6. Hazardous materials

OBJECTIVE 13: Briefly describe stock picking and
...

carloading safety.
,

4

0-.

.,,

STOCK PICKING

Sequence picking of component parts (for final assembly) fe.6m storage

racks or bins has, ncreased the use of high bay storage. Workers operating .
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es.

a mobile order-picking truck re exposed to heigOts and falling'objects. Dur-

ing stock picking o rations, workers may be required to climb ladders

tain small parts or stock, sd standard guard rails and brakes on movable lad-

ders are necessary .to avoid injUries. Workers must not climb racks, or use

step ladders. Only properly designed, heavy-duty material handling equipment

'should be used in stock picking operations.

Where fUlbrautomated trucks (drones) are used to place and remove stock

in automated storage warehouses, no workers should be permitted in rack areas

when equipment could cause an injury. Maintenance work must be performed

after lockout procedures have been verified.

CARMOADING

Thousands of railcars are loaded and unloaded daily. According to a

-New York State study of railcar injuries, 55% of the injuries resulted from

worker falls. Of these, 17% resulted fromslips, and another 17% occurred

when workers were struckr,by a 'vehicle, or by the object being moved. The

study disolliSpd that three-fourths of railcar injuries involved in loading

and unloading operations wereto the lower extremities or trunk.

To make loading of railcars safe, it is important that railcars be in-

.pected before loading. ChemicalscObris, damaged floors and sidewalls are

reasons for rejecting a car. Desirable railcars-should have smooth sides,

and floors with water-tight roofs? Nails and potruding objects must be re-

moved from floor's and.side walls. Workers performing unloading and loading

need foot protection. While working around steal strappin ('or dusty condi-

tions, eye protection is necessary. Gloves may be required in some instances.

Management must ensure that switching will.not occur while workers are

in railcars. This is accomplished by following. the Blue Flag Policy (spelled

out in OSHA-1910.261 (c) 9iii) that "states:

The Blile Flag Policy shall be used,to mark-stationary cars day and
night. This policy shall include'marking the track in advance of

the 'spotted cars.Iflag for daytime, light for darkness)'.

Warning flags or'signs*Shall be placed in the center of-the track
at least 50 feet away from the cars and a derail see to protect
workmen in the car.
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The rule book for the railroad will not permit an engine crew to enter

a track where they see a blue flag. It does not matter what the blue flag

says; it could read, "Dera'il,...Tank car connected" or "Men at work." The

switch crew must not lower or remove the blue flag sign unless they have

placed it for their purposes.

Derails arg fastened to the rail track to divert .other cars that may be

inadvertently switched tiefore workers have left a car in which they are work-
.

ing. The responsibility for the derail depends on its directional placement

on,the rail track. It'may be placed by.the ra/lcoad crew to prevent a rail-

car on a siding from enter-

fng an active track, or it

may e from a plant's

effort to prevent a railroad

crew from inadvertently

switching while workers were

in the car. Before loading

or unloading cars, it is nec-

essary to set the brakesane,

chock wheels (Figure 14).

Since powered lift

Figure 14. Trailer wheels must be Chocked at
trucks are commonly used to

docks toprevent movement. unload railcars, dockboards

to be used must meet certain

requirements. Dockboards should be designed to carry four times the heaviest

load capacity expected, and they must have a nonskid surface. The side;

should be turned up at a.900 angle to keep the powered lift trucks from Ain-

ning'offthe edges, Injuries have occurred when power trucks are driven off

docks between trelers and docks, so dock edge guards., or 8' x 8" timbers

fastened to the clock edge should be used. These guards reduce the possibility

of trucks driving off dock's accidentally. Dock edge'guards and dockboards

must be secured in.position to prevent slipping or racking.
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' ACTIVITY 13:

Briefly describl stock picking Sand carloading safety.

i
1
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ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES
c

I

e

fit

ACTIVITY 1

1. ' Strains .stretching a.muscle beyond its propel limit.

2. Sprains weakening of a joint and related muscles by sudden or excessive

exertion'.

3. Hernias protrusion of ajf Organ (often the intestines) because of a

pulling apart of the body's muscle,lining.

4.. Fractures broken or cracked bones.

5. Wounds r
.,

uises and cuts.

I.r
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ACTIVITY 2

1. Size, shape, and condition of the load.

2. Capability required to lift the load.

3. Path to the load, clearances.

4. Personal protective equipment.

ACTIVITY 3

1. b.

2. b.

ACTIVITY 4

1. b.

2. Safety toe, conductive, electrical hazard, nonsparking, and foundry.

3. a. 75.

b. Z 87.1-1979.

ACTIVITY 5

1. False.

2. True.

3,- True.,

4. False.

5. True.

ACTIVITY 6

1. a. Pry bar should not be used to move railcars.

b. Hand hook if carried on belt, point should be protected. ,

2. a., Backwards.

b. /Ahead of the operator.

c. Cannot see over the load.

d. Stacked higher than six feet.

ACTIVITY

(One of each.)

1. Operators pinned against load, barrier, or wall.

2. Workers hit by lowering loads or dropped loads."

3. Workers caught in pinch points or pulled toward machinery by hair or
clothing.
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ACTIVITY 8

1. 18" to 24"

2. CombustibleS.

3. Visible.

4. Few.

,
111/

ACTIVITY 9

1.. Level.

2. Unobstructed.
.N

3, Nonskid.

'ACTIVITY 10

2. A 11.1-1965. . /

ACTIVITY 11

,Bins are msed for unpackaged parts storage while rack (high bay) stor-
,

age is usually Usvisfor packaged,goods.

ACTIVITY 12

1. Boxes and cartons are generally stored on-pillets or unitized.

2. Barrels are pyramid stacked on sides with blocking to prevent. rolling.

3. Rolled paper is generally stacked on end by roll grab tucks.

4. Compressed gas cylinders are stored upright and carefully handled.

5. U.ncrated,stock must ye stacked 14 a stable manner and crosstied to

avoid toppling.

6. Hazardous materials must be kept in approved contai4ers in small quart

tities in the plant. Larger quantities must be stored in well-de'sigBed

fireproof lockers or 'storage rooms.

ACTIVITY 13

Stock picking is the removal of parts 4rom rack or On storage for

assembly operltiOns or parts shipments. Workers must use assigned

equipment and not climb on racks'or use step ladders., Carloading

safety includes car selection, chockinI, perSohal protection, and

Blue Flag Policy.
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